
Many EU Pockets Mens Canvas V Neck Vest, Two Tone Canvas Working vest with a zipper
Technical data:

Details workwear
Vest

Size From S to XXXL Size European

ZIP PVC zipper, nylon zipper, zipper brass

Colour Dark gray and light gray / beige and light gray

Sex Men

Pocket 6 - 8 pockets

Choose
fabric

80% polyester, 20% cotton / 65% polyester, 35%
cotton fabric Canvas

fabric
Weight

260-300g / ㎡

reinforced
part

On ARM

Market European market, America Market

Production quality stitching Individual seams, double seams and triple seams

packaging Normal
Polybag

1 pc / Normal polybag

Cardboard 10pcs / carton

POM 49cm * 38cm * 28cm

Attempt We can provide you samples.It will take about 10 working days,
as usual.

Supply Supply provide the OEM.

series Recommendation WH290A jacket, overalls WH290, WH290 bibpants, WH290 pants

 
More details:
 
* 2 chest pockets with Velcro tool, 2 pencil pockets
* 2 large side pockets with zipper, 4 pockets with Velcro tool pockets on the side
* Oxford fabric on the shoulder, because wear-resistant
* Zipper front with velcro flap
* Reflective tape
 
Description:
 
1, adopts the castle resin zipper puller logo, your logo rubber label in the pocket of the chest.
2, Z thread resistant.Keep cuff wind, the more comfortable and warm during operation.
3 Adoption Model innovative design, while great card packed in a PVC bag hand
4, support to apply packing list; List of cardboard; A certificate of origin; SASO certification.
5, Safe oxford function of the knee pad to avoid knee pain.
6, multi function pockets; support functions that you can put your cell phone, pen, money and tools.



7. The main market is the European maket, the Middle East market, the American market, African market
8. Adoption of high-quality durable canvas 80% polyester, 20% cotton, good fabric sewing heavy 260gsm
weight. Know your requirements wearing.
9. The light gray and dark gray color combination or a combination of gray and beige color; Let the diversity
of choice.
10. The adoption of advanced coffee pattern design their size jackets, Professional built ergonomically
comfortable jacket. As for the size chart, we use the standard size of Europe. It can be assumed, if you have
a table size that can provide us.
11. Price is the most concerning problems of each client. The jacket with a hood on canvas, If you want to
know the price, you need to know the following parameters: style of clothing, clothing accessories, method
of printing, embroidery, pattern woven garments, the amount of clothing, delivery date, etc. .These are the
main factors that determine the price. The more you order the lower price you will get!
12. If you have your own design, we will be depending on the design to make. If you do not have a design,
you can tell us your requirements, we can offer you some examples of clothing check. You can also design
your own sample.
13. Quality is factory priority.Our has 15 QC who strictly control the jacket for the quality of each link 
production line, which provide high quality jackets we wear and wash samples in the case of shrinkage or
shading.

 











 


